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The workflow allows the preparation of a first overview on data

known for a potential compound of interest, including data for

similar compounds. Links to the original data sources are retained,

allowing manual curation of the collected associations.

Conclusions

The Open PHACTS project [1] integrates several public

databases, thus allowing answering questions relevant for

research in the drug-discovery process [2]. The data

collected in the project can be accessed with web tools,

such as the Open PHACTS Explorer

(www.openphacts.org/explorer) or by using the

programming interface (API, available from

dev.openphacts.org). To answer questions requiring

several different queries in an automated way, workflow

tools such as KNIME or Pipeline Pilot are a valuable

resource. Such KNIME workflows were used for several

use-cases [3] and to provide answers to drug-discovery

research questions [4].

Introduction

The workflow was generated using KNIME, with the Open

PHACTS nodes available from the github repository

(https://github.com/openphacts/OPS-Knime).

Methods

The workflow
• Query: SMILES of the molecule of interest.

• Exact or similarity/substructure search.

• Data for retrieved molecules:

• Function and toxicity annotation (Drugbank)

• Role of the molecule (ChEBI)

• Pharmacology data, pChEMBL >= 5 (ChEMBL)

• Data for retrieved targets:

• Pathways (WikiPathways)

• Diseases (DisGeNET)

• Simple counts generated by GroupBy node.

General implementation of API

calls with KNIME nodes

Data is retrieved here.

OPS_Swagger

generates the API call. 

Columns which should be 

included in the tabular 

output are specified here.

In the current work, a workflow to easily generate a

summary of known data connected to a compound of

interest is presented.

Aim of the work

Currently, a multi-step approach is necessary to retrieve

data from the API. A simplified node to retrieve the data

directly is currently under development.

Example: O(CC(O)CN1CCCCC1)c1ccccc1C(=O)CCc1ccccc1

(a propafenone derivative)

• Structure search: 96 molecules (including the query)

• 1 known drug (propafenone)

• 191 activity values (< 10µM) against 33 targets

• 98 pathways

• >2000 diseases in 25 disease classes

Results


